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1. Introduction

The focal concerns are Software-Intensive Autonomous Systems (SIAS). A
SIAS is, by definition, any system where software influences, to a large extent,
the design, construction, deployment, and evolution of the system as a whole.
Some examples include computer-based systems ranging from individual soft-
ware applications, information systems, embedded systems for automotive ap-
plications, telecommunications, wireless ad hoc systems, business applications
with an emphasis on web services, software product lines and product families,
cyberphysical systems, and systems-of-systems.

The emerging software-intensive systems become more and more considered
as autonomy enabling solutions in different ICT-related domains. However, their
increasing complexity makes them difficult to design, develop and maintain,
and rises many challenges for researchers, architects, and developers. On the
one hand, they must meet very stringent guarantees of adaptiveness, flexibility,
performance and reliability, both for business as well as for safety reasons. On
the other hand, their development requires interaction between engineers from
control system and software domains, whose differing backgrounds are often a
source of confusion and misunderstanding.

To master complex aspects of software-intensive systems, it is important to
combine efforts from foundational research and recent engineering techniques
that are based on mathematically well founded theories and approaches. The
new methods should support the system life cycle including requirements, de-
sign, implementation, maintenance, reconfiguration and adaptation. This en-
sures the required levels of quality and trust, putting change and adaptation at
all levels of system development.
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2. Overview of the Special Issue

The theme of this special issue is “Software-Intensive Autonomous Systems”.
We solicited the submission of high-quality papers describing original and sig-
nificant work in the SIAS domain as well as submissions of extended papers
from the workshop of Adaptive and Reconfigurable Systems and Architectures
(AROSA 2020). The call for papers attracted 10 submissions covering diverse
relevant topics. Each submitted article was carefully evaluated by at least two
experts in the field. After a rigorous peer review process, two high-quality
research papers have been selected for the issue.

Paper 1 titled “Model-Based Safety Engineering for Autonomous Train Map”
by Nadia Chouchani focuses on a model-based approach to match between safety
concepts expressed as an ontology, a derived safety model and a safety-extended
railway infrastructure map model for autonomous trains. The proposed ap-
proach is validated by railway safety case studies for autonomous train map.
The integration of this model-based safety solution from the early stages of the
map system design improves the safety decisions management process.

Paper 2 titled “Practical Hybrid Confidentiality-based Analytics Framework
with Intel SGX” by Abdulatif Alabdulatif focuses on the development of a
privacy-preserving data analytics framework for the adaption of confidentiality-
based data analysis in various domains in the realm of IoT. The developed
framework aims to build a hybrid privacy-preservation solution that combines
both software- and hardwarebased techniques to maintain data confidentiality
in volatile and untrusted cloud environments. The framework comprises tech-
niques, including advanced encryption standard (AES) and Intel as software
guard extensions (SGX). The proposed framework can be beneficial for end-to-
end confidentiality-based data computations across IoT domains, such as health
care and smart-grid applications.
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Model-Based Safety Engineering for Autonomous Train
Map ?
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Abstract

As a part of the digital revolution of railway systems, an autonomous driving

train will use a complete and precise map of railway infrastructure to conduct

operational actions. Nevertheless, the full autonomy of trains depends on the

safety decisions management capacity both on-board and track-side. These de-

cisions must be refined into safety requirements in order to continuously check

the consistency between the perceived infrastructure and safety related proper-

ties. However, traditional practices of the safety analysis integration are based

on human competences. This may be error-prone and in interference with the

embedded aspect of the train map. In this paper, we propose a model-based

approach to match between safety concepts expressed as an ontology, a derived

safety model and a safety-extended railway infrastructure map model for au-

tonomous trains. This approach is validated by railway safety case studies for

autonomous train map. The integration of this model-based safety solution

from the early stages of the map system design improves the safety decisions

management process.

Keywords: Model-Based Safety Engineering, Safety Ontology, Model-Driven
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Engineering, Safety/assurance case, Railway Infrastructure model,

Autonomous Train

1. Introduction1

The context of this research is the autonomous train project launched in2

2016 as part of Tech4Rail, an ambitious technological program initiated by the3

direction of railway systems at SNCF, in France. The future system that fol-4

lows from this vision is based on automatic train control (ATC ) system. The5

latter is organized on the basis of three functional layers, i.e, (i) Automatic6

Train Protection, (ii) Automatic Train Operation (ATO) and (iii) Automatic7

Train Supervision. The second level of the ATC architecture aims to automate8

the driving functions of the train. Thus, the ATO performs railway driving9

by executing all the operational functions without human intervention. It is10

structured around several transverse and functional on-board subsystems like11

the train positioning, signaling recognition and environment monitoring. These12

main subsystems require a precise description of the rail network infrastructure.13

In this work, we propose a model-based approach to develop an on-board map14

for the autonomous train referring to the topology of the tracks and signaling.15

Indeed, the proposed model provides a topological description of the railway16

infrastructure and the signaling objects geo-located by a positioning system.17

However, the autonomous railway transportation are complex systems that re-18

quire high safety integrity level. Traditionally, regular human interventions rely19

on the skills of human agents to ensure the integration of safety analysis. Nev-20

ertheless, these practices make the system verification difficult and challenging21

for safety assurance. Thus, to make the train become autonomous and safe, we22

identify the following research question (RQ) for this study :23

RQ: How could the development of on-board map be enhanced by the inte-24

gration of safety-related information for assisting the overall autonomous25

train subsystems ?26
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To avoid potential hazards, we provide a general framework for design and27

verification of the mapping system of the autonomous train. In order to have28

a consistent design process, domain ontologies are used to consider safety rules29

into system’s components and to clarify safety management concepts. The main30

contribution is the proposal of a novel model-based safety approach which takes31

into account railway infrastructure information for autonomous train driving.32

The outline of this paper is as follows. The next section 2 introduces an33

overview and the motivations of our work. Section 3 details the proposed model-34

based approach. Section 4 is devoted to describe railway case studies for the35

autonomous train map. In Section 5, we present the related work. Finally, the36

paper concludes and introduces the future work.37

2. Overview and motivations38

2.1. Safety ontologies39

In order to deal with the complexity of safety management process, safety40

analysis results must be considered from the first design stages of critical systems41

[1]. This practice is widely recommended by safety standards, e.g., EN5012942

[2] for railway systems and ISO/DIS 26262-1 [3] for the automotive domain.43

With the aim to provide a conceptualization of dysfunctional analysis, a ref-44

erence domain ontology called DAO (Dysfunctional Analysis Ontology) was45

previously developed [4]. DAO is grounded on Unified Foundational Ontology46

(UFO) which is an upper-level ontology [5]. It establishes a common vocabu-47

lary for the knowledge sharing between safety engineers and system designers.48

DAO integrates both human errors and technical failures from both system and49

environment perspectives. It has been used on the safety analysis of railway50

systems. Based on the clarification of the ambiguous use of the failure concept,51

its causes, effects and related hazards, a set of safety measures may be identified52

in order to mitigate hazards. Otherwise, DAO is developed with the purpose53

of allowing a well-established formalization of a “Failure” and its surrounding54

concepts, which is used for the development of new safety critical systems, such55
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as autonomous trains. In order to have an interoperable view of safety analysis56

methods, DAO is compliant with safety standards definitions of concepts. In57

other words, the proposed conceptual clarification aims to approximate the ideal58

conceptualization and to have an unambiguous interpretation of dysfunctional59

analysis concepts. As an example, we may refer to the proposed definiton of60

the concept of Hazard from the standard EN50126 [6] as “a condition that may61

lead to accidents”. In order to clarify the ambiguous use of these terms, we62

proposed to define a Hazard as a subtype of a situation (in regard to UFO),63

which is inherent to an exposure (it is activated by a hazardous state) and is64

prevented by safety measures. Furthermore, DAO has been formlized in Web65

Ontology Language (OWL) and evaluated using logic reasoning in order to have66

a knowledge basis.67

Indeed, the development of safety measures requires a control organization68

which is integrated in adaptive socio-technical systems, such as railway sys-69

tems. From this point of view, GOSMO-a Goal-Oriented Safety Management70

Ontology- was developed with the aim of matching the safety knowledge and the71

Goal Oriented Requirements Engineering (GORE ) concepts [7]. The safety mea-72

sures development process is proposed based on the Organization-Based Control73

Access (Or-BAC ) model, which is traditionally used to ensure the information74

systems security [8]. This contribution is motivated by the reinterpretation of75

Or-BAC concepts from a safety perspective and their alignment with safety and76

GORE concepts. Thus, GOSMO incorporates 3 main modules:77

• Or-BAC concepts for the safety management process representation ;78

• GORE concepts for the semantic bridge between safety and requirements79

engineering phases ;80

• A set of DAO concepts for the matching between safety measures and81

safety goals and their management ;82

Furthermore, GOSMO is grounded on UFO in order to help the seman-83

tic matching with DAO. Otherwise, UFO provides a complete set of concepts84
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and relations which is able to cope with the semantic heterogeneity induced by85

knowledge domains combination. Then, GOSMO is built using the Systematic86

Approach for Building Ontologies (SABiO) [9]. SABiO methododlogy incor-87

porates best practices of ontology engineering and ontological distinctions of88

foundational ontologies. In order to provide a high level of semantic expres-89

sivity and to have a reasoning support, GOSMO is formalized in OWL and90

evaluated using logic reasoning. Finally, the integrated railway knowledge is91

validated by the application of GOSMO to two real critical accidents and a92

remotely-operated task of autonomous trains [10]. This ontological approach is93

used from the first design stages in order to integrate dysfunctional analysis and94

to support the safety decisions making process. The integrated safety measures95

are adaptive to contexts and they are defined to satisfy safety goals. The formal-96

isation of this semantic link between safety measures and safety goals is crucial97

since it improves the safety assurance and hazards mitigation. Further details98

about DAO and GOSMO development process may be found, respectively in99

[4] and [7]. In the present study, DAO and GOSMO are used and combined100

with other models to have a structured safety model-based process. In order to101

fulfill autonomous system’s needs, a specific fragment of DAO is extracted and102

used in this approach. The reused DAO and GOSMO concepts are defined in103

Section 3.104

2.2. Railway Infrastructure modelling105

Upcoming autonomous transportation systems such as driver-less trains,106

need a dense, coherent and high-definition representation of their surroundings107

in order to accomplish their mission safely and efficiently. Thus, digital maps108

are a key challenge for the railway industry, mainly because this topic has not109

been known as a core competence of manufacturers nor researchers until now.110

Especially, the autonomous train on-board mapping subsystem must be capa-111

ble of gathering a wide variety of data and providing them to a set of different112

users, i.e the other subsystems, with a strong variation in the nature of needed113

information. In order to overcome these challenges and since traditional digital114
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maps may not be optimal nor capable, our proposal is to design the autonomous115

train map following a Model-Based Engineering approach. The proposed solu-116

tion is associated with state-of-the-art results from international initiatives on117

digital twin representation for railway infrastructures. In this paper, we pro-118

pose the Autonomous Train Map Ontology (ATMO) which is a Conceptual119

Independent Model (see next section) representing all the infrastructure objects120

needed by the future train in order to provide safe and accurate service, based121

on users requirements. Some modelling research proposed to model the railway122

infrastructure but they are limited to a domain or a single use case. They are123

presented briefly in section 5. Such limitations are incompatible in our opinion124

with the multiple map users such as perception, navigation, positioning, envi-125

ronment monitoring, and safety automation subsystems. ATMO is also aligned126

with existing standards like RailTopoModel1 [11] for abstract and topological127

representation, Eulynx 2 for the physical and functional modelling of the signal-128

ing system and IFC Rail3 for civil engineering-related elements such as track129

structures. Platform Independent and Platform Specific models can then be de-130

rived from ATMO through automatic processes to generate an implementation131

that will hold all the needed objects data.132

2.3. Model-Based Engineering133

In an attempt to ensure consistency between safety analysis and autonomous134

train map design, we propose to follow a model-based approach. In this multi-135

disciplinary context, we opted for conceptual modelling with the aim to tackle136

the complexity of the system [12]. This modelling is a key element to gener-137

alize the use of Model-Based Engineering (MBE ) and to clarify the semantic138

interpretation of domain concepts. But which architecture is suitable to build139

conceptual models for safety critical domains?140

1From UIC: International union of railways, https://uic.org/
2https://www.eulynx.eu/
3Industry Foundation Class, Rail part: https://www.buildingsmart.org/ifc-rail-candidate-

standard-is-available-for-review-and-comment/
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According to OMG [13], the MBE consists in using a set of complementary141

models, each corresponding to a specific aspect of the system. A model, being an142

abstraction of reality, makes it easier to understand the system to be developed.143

However, it does not represent all of reality but at best the aspect that we want144

to exploit. Therefore, a view is a representation of the model in a projection of145

an hyper space to simplify it. In this work, the representation is based on UML146

(Unified Modeling Language) [14], a semi-formal, enrichable and structured lan-147

guage. The modelling task is structured around the expertise knowledge and148

competency questions, and based on semantic formalisms, transformation rules149

and frameworks for transition from one model to another [4]. Indeed, the MBE150

can ensure the traceability of business and safety requirements as described in151

our proposal. These requirements are modelled from the early stages of the152

development process, hence the minimisation of the downstream design effort.153

Three main types of models are defined :154

CIM (Computational Independent Model) : represents the business model155

which is independent of any computer system. At this level, we used156

a safety and railway infrastructure ontologies.157

PIM (Plaform Independent Model): independent of the technical platform,158

this model is a partial view of a CIM. It represents the business functional159

logic and describes the system, using classes and OCL constraints (Ob-160

ject Constraint Language). At this level, two PIM s are derived from the161

ontologies.162

PSM (Platform Specific Model): depending on the technical platform, it is163

used as a basis for code generation [15].164

The transition from one model type to another is done by tools for model trans-165

formation according to user designed rules. A transformation is defined as an166

operation on a model that produces another one, and which conforms to formal167

syntax and semantics [16].168

MBE is a valuable methodology to conceive system assurance cases argumen-169
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tation. The assurance cases are claims, arguments and evidence concepts that170

justify and assess confidence in the system critical properties, such as safety and171

security [17]. For instance, assurance case reports can be generated by model-to-172

text transformation [18]. Recently, model-based system assurance has attracted173

considerable research attention. In this context, the Structured Assurance Case174

Metamodel (SACM ) [17] was specified by the Object Management Group for175

representing structured assurance cases. This metamodel was intended to im-176

prove standardisation and interoperability. Its specification evolved from ex-177

perts collective safety/security knowledge and the associated experiences in the178

domain.179

3. The safety model-based approach180

The general architecture of our approach is given in Figure 1. It is composed181

of three components : (i) safety analysis, (ii) model extension, and (iii) safety182

management. The subsections below provide details on these components.183

3.1. Safety Analysis184

The first step is the extraction of relevant concepts from DAO in order185

to perform safety analysis for autonomous systems. Figure 2 shows the DAO186

fragment which represents the required concepts and relations between them187

in OntoUML [5]. The latter is a UML profile for conceptual modeling and it188

incorporates foundational distinctions defined in UFO. The interpretation of189

failure and its related concepts in real-world semantics may be found in [4].190

The semantic interpretation of the main DAO concepts are detailed in Table 1,191

based on the knowledge acquisition step from safety engineering standards.192

Once the autonomous system’s structure is known, this DAO fragment may193

be applied in order to identify failures and their effects for each system’s com-194

ponent. The obtained DAO instantiation is considered to be the Safety Model195

which depends on a specific dangerous event. This safety model is deduced from196

DAO and includes individuals of DAO concepts and relations between them.197
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Table 1: The semantic interpretation of DAO concepts

Concepts Definitions Source

Failure A Failure is a subtype of UFO::Event. It

brings about a Failure State and is triggered

by a Hazardous State. A Failure causes

another one (cascading failure) and is mani-

festation of an Exposure.

IEC 61508 [19]

Exposure An Exposure is a subtype of

UFO::Disposition (a special type of

Moment). It denotes the Exposure Mo-

ment which inheres in UFO::Object and is

activated by the Hazardous State (a subtype

of UFO::Situation).

EN50126 [6]

Defect &

Fault

A Defect is a subtype of Exposure. A De-

fect denotes a Fault when it is manifested by

a Fault emergence Failure. A Fault sub-

sumes an Environment Object Fault and

a System Equipment Fault.

IEC 61508 [19]

Fault emer-

gence Failure

A Fault emergence Failure is a subtype of

a Failure. It represents any Failure caused

by an Object Fault.

IEC 61508 [19]

Hazard Hazard is a subtype of a UFO::Situation,

which is inherent to an Exposure (it is ac-

tivated by a Hazardous State) and is pre-

vented by Safety Measures.

EN50126 [6]

Safety mea-

sure

Safety Measure is an UFO::Action which

prevents a Hazard and satisfies a Safety

Goal.

EN50126 [6]
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Figure 1: General architecture.

Individuals of DAO concepts represent the safety analysis elements of the198

considered system. According to the performed safety analysis, a set of safety199

measures are defined in order to mitigate the perceived hazard. Safety rules200

are defined as a set of actions or safety measures to be realized within a task201

in order to achieve the required safety integrity level. Furthermore, safety rules202

are assumed to be available in a specific context which may be composed of203

sub-contexts. They are defined based on the railway expertise acquired from204

domain experts and referential. Thus, safety rules are considered as an aggre-205

gation of 3 concepts: safety measures, a specific context and conditions that206

validate the rules application. These safety rules are expressed from a high level207

of abstraction in order to prevent perceived hazards, such as collisions. Fur-208
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Figure 2: A fragment of DAO conceptual model.

thermore, they are integrated from the first design stages in order to prevent,209

as soon as possible, safety properties violation.210

3.2. Model extension211

As part of this approach, we are working on the modelling of a high defini-212

tion on-board map or cartography, represented by ATMO and based on different213

standards including all information on infrastructure, signaling and even con-214

structions such as tunnels and bridges, eventually in 3D representation. Data215

integration and interoperability are complex challenges due to the heterogeneous216

nature of data and standards. To overcome this problem, we propose to apply217

semantic data modelling techniques to allow integration of heterogeneous infor-218

mation and make coherencies of cartographic elements in addition to the safety219

rules obtained from the previous step. The adopted methodology is structured220

around the following main steps :221
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3.2.1. Specification222

The specification of the data model is defined by a set of functional and223

non-functional requirements derived from the established needs of the imple-224

mentation of the autonomous train in the context of the project.225

3.2.2. Knowledge acquisition226

Several areas of knowledge are at the heart of this work. This step was227

carried out by defining Ontology Design Patterns (ODPs). It involves defining228

all the concepts to be used in the ontology, the relationships between them229

and also a documentation corresponding to the different concepts. In order to230

extract the domain knowledge of the ontology ATMO, we used three sources231

for explicit and implicit acquisitions. First bibliographic research of articles and232

books was necessary to form a background on the whole field and questions233

on more specific use cases. Then we collaborated with experts, especially in234

the signaling field. We had discussions around EULYNX UML model to which235

we had a read access. Finally, the reuse and re-engineering of non-ontological236

resources were applied to the model construction. The analysis of the various237

cited resources allowed to define data dictionary that meets the needs to be238

covered by ATMO.239

3.2.3. Conceptualization240

The vocabulary and the ATMO model are mainly based on the elements of241

RTM, IFC Rail and EULYNX, relying on both their UML models and natural242

language documentation. The designed model contains four packages, each one243

references one module of ATMO. An excerpt from the UML package of “Track”244

is shown in Figure 3 and described in Table 2. Due to confidentiality restrictions245

linked to the project, not all packages can be detailed here.246

The methodology of ATMO design follows a compositional approach. The247

different modules, each corresponding to a dimension of the railway map, are248

constructed and subsequently composed to constitute the global model.249
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Table 2: UML “Track” package description.

Entity Description

LocatedNetEntity From RTM, it represents a functional object in the rail network

located on the topology.

EntityLocation From RTM, it is the location of a network entity.

LinearLocation From RTM, a linear location consists on an ordered list of

network elements.

AreaLocation From RTM, it is an area located in the network.

Panel It is a homogeneous section in configuration inheriting from

“LocatedNetEntity” allowing a tiling of the infrastructure.

PanelArea It is an area preempted by the functional object represented

by the “Panel” which carries the topological objects. It is a

geographic area (“EntityLocation”)

TrackPanel A simple, homogeneous track section, inheriting from “Panel”

CrossingPanel A section representing a crossing of tracks inheriting from

“Panel” linked to a geographical area “AreaLocation”.

TurnoutPanel A section of track representing a switch inheriting from

“Panel” linked to a geographical area “AreaLocation”.

Frog Frog of turnout inheriting from “LocatedNetEntity”.

Track Functional and organizational object representing a channel

inheriting from “LocatedNetEntity” and references “Panel

type objects.

TrackSegment Functional cut-out of the train guidance which carries the

RTM “LinearElement” topological object.

LinearElement From RTM, a linear segment representing a network element.

StoppingPoint Fouling point to stop the train.

Ballast Track ballast.

Sleeper Track sleepers.
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Figure 3: An excerpt of the UML “Track” package of the map PIM.

3.2.4. Integration250

The purpose of this step is to integrate the safety rules into the conceptual251

map model (PIM ). The aim is to get a view of the rail infrastructure sys-252

tem coupled with safety measures in order to be able to take on-board safety253

decision actions in an autonomous way. The extracted safety rules from the pre-254

vious component, are expressed in natural language. In order to have a safety255

decision-making framework, safety rules are transformed from natural language256

to a machine-readable language. In this work, the SWRL (Semantic Web Rule257

Language) [20] is chosen thanks to its formal syntax and semantics and to its258

capabilities to express and integrate rules into ontologies.259

For the safety decision management process, detailed in the following sub-260

section, we relied on the safety actions (“DAO::Safety Measures”) associated to261

each context.262

In order to integrate these safety measures into the map conceptual model,263
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we defined and apply a UML profile, derived from DAO, to the PIM obtained264

from ATMO. The resulting PIM is ATM-S, the autonomous train map model265

integrating safety assurance aspect. The main aim of the profile is to capture266

the different situations related to the infrastructure objects and make the cor-267

respondence with the integrated safety rules.268

For example, “Exposure”, “Hazard” and “Hazardous State” are stereotypes ap-269

plied to the “TurnoutPanel” entity of the “Track” UML package.270

3.3. Safety Management271

Safety management is a crucial process for autonomous systems safety as-272

sessment since it is based on both perception and decision steps. In order to273

provide a structured safety management, safety measures derived from safety274

analysis must be linked to safety goals. This knowledge merging allows a shared275

view between safety and system objects with the aim of goals satisfaction. This276

is the subject of the third step of the proposed approach using GOSMO in277

order to orchestrate safety decisions management process. Figure 4 shows the278

GOSMO fragment which includes pertinent concepts for autonomous systems279

safety management.280

The organization-based control model allows the assignment of roles using281

the concept Stakeholder Role to ATMO components. Then, a Permission282

is assigned to perform a Task that realises Safety Measures in a specific283

application context. Safety rules expressed in SWRL allow an allocation of284

safety measures to specific ATMO objects in a specific operational context.285

This Or-BAC reinterpretation from a safety-perspective is suitable for the286

adaptive safety management of autonomous systems, such as railway systems.287

GOSMO conceptual model may be used to annotate the ATMO model as a288

profile in order to have a semantic link between them. This semantic annotation289

avoids ambiguities and allows consistency with system models. The considered290

goal-oriented perspective is useful for the requirements analysis process in a291

later stage of system development.292

Table 3 shows GOSMO concepts definitions in order to improve readability.293
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Figure 4: A fragment of GOSMO conceptual model for autonomous systems safety manage-

ment

This ontology has been formalized in Ontology Web Language-Description Logic294

(OWL DL)4, with the aim to reach a high level of semantic expressivity and295

to have a reasoning framework for safety decisions management. A set of DL296

axioms has been defined to constrain the proposed terminology and to help the297

data retrieval process [7]. Otherwise, the proposed framework aims to have an298

automatic safety decisions making process thanks to the predefined SWRL rules.299

It may be used from the first design stages of safety critical systems design300

4. Safety cases : Application for autonomous train map301

The proposed map system performs critical functions thus requires safety302

justifications. In the following, we detail assurance cases, in particular, safety303

cases. As specified by [21], a safety case should communicate a clear, compre-304

hensible and defensible argument that a system is acceptably safe to operate in305

a particular context.306

Safety cases can be represented either textually, in natural language, or307

graphically. In this section, we refer to goal structuring notation in order to308

analyze ans validate the satisfaction of safety goals by the integration of safety309

4https://www.w3.org/2007/OWL/wiki/images/9/9a/Pfps-f2f1.pdf
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Table 3: GOSMO concepts definitions

Concepts Definitions

SafetyMeasure A SafetyMeasure is a subtypeOf Action. It hasPart Sub-

SafetyMeasures. It satisfies a SafetyGoal that hasPart Sub-

Safetygoals. A SafetyGoal is refinedIn SafetyRequirement

gotFrom a Stakeholder. When the Task is performed, a post-

Situation occurs and satisfies a Proposition (Goal).

Task A Task is accomplished by a Permission assigned to Stake-

holderRole by an Organization according to a specific Con-

text.

StakeholderRole A StakeholderRole is a subtypeOf Role. It is played by a

Stakeholder (a subtypeOf Kind).

Context A Context is a subtypeOf Situation. It denotes the specific

Situation (circumstances) in which the Permission is assigned

to a StakeholderRole to perform the Task. It hasPart Sub-

Contexts. It extends a SafetyRequirement and a Function-

alRequirement.

Organization An Organization is a subtype of Agent and it hasPart sub-

organizations. An Organization hasPart one or many

Stakeholders that are a subtypeOf Kind.

Assignment An Assignment is a subtypeOf Relator and it denotes the

StakeholderRole assignment to a Stakeholder by an Orga-

nization.

Permission A Permission is a subtypeOf Relator and it denotes the

Stakeholder Role authorization to accomplish the Task ac-

cording to a Context, which is a specific subtypeOf Situation.

rules. Then, the proposed approach is illustrated by two railway case studies.310

4.1. Goal Structuring Notation311

The Goal Structuring Notation (GSN ) [21], widely adopted in the literature,312

is a graphical notation used to express system properties argumentations in a313
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clear and well-structured way. Thanks to its powerful notation, GSN enables314

to represent structural system safety arguments. In order to produce a robust315

safety case, we followed the GSN metamodel which is compliant to SACM and316

represents the most popular approach for system assurance [18]. An excerpt of317

the resulted goal structure is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5: An excerpt of the goal structure using GSN.

318

The main goal (G1 ) of this structured safety case, is to operate the au-319

tonomous train map system safely with compliance to safety requirements. A320

sufficient mitigation and the avoidance of hazards are the key features to attend321

this goal. The latter is decomposed and sub-goals (G2 and G3 ) are then iden-322

tified. The demonstration of safety depends on contexts (C1, C2 and C3 ) and323

is based on assumptions or justifications (A1 ). The solution (Sn1 ) guarantees324

to avoid hazards.325

With the aim to show the attainability of the identified goal G1 and therefore326

the safety of the proposed ATM system, the following sections present two case327
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studies detailing the different hazrads from DAO (C3 ) and safety rules (Sn1 )328

application for each case.329

4.2. Case study 1: Side collision330

In order to validate the proposed approach, we refer to a railway case study331

which illustrates its three phases. As a potential risk related to infrastructure332

or rolling stock failures, the side collision occurs when a train hurts another one333

at a track section which connects two tracks with different provenances. Figure334

6 represents the side collision between two trains that intend to join the same335

track and direction.336

Figure 6: Presentation of the side collision risk in railway operation.

Indeed, train 1 crosses the first closed signal (red light) and keeps immo-337

bile at the merging track. Train 2 crosses the open signal (green light) and338

longitudinally hurts train 1.339

The application of the proposed approach to this case-study allows repre-340

sentation of several zones to the infrastructure description in order to perform341

safety analysis. Side collision represents the “Hazard” concept in the DAO con-342

ceptual model. As depicted in Figure 7, the extracted candidate concepts after343

matching with DAO are the following :344

• Exposure Zone represents the zone which activates the hazard occur-345

rence.346

• Danger Zone represents the zone which inheres in the hazard (Side col-347

lision).348
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• System Equipment represents infrastructure components such as signal349

and tracks.350

• Hazardous Zone represents the danger zone.351

• No train zone represents the failure state.352

• Perception Zone The perception of context to manage safety decisions.353

Figure 7: Added Safety-related zones for a turnout related to the side collision hazard.

The topological elements corresponding to this section of the infrastructure354

are :355

• Turnout represented by “TurnoutPanel”356

• Signal represented by a “LocatedNetEntity”357

• Area represented by “AreaLocation”358

This infrastructure decomposition allows the development of tailored safety359

rules. In order to avoid side collision, a set of safety rules are defined in natural360

language as follows :361

1. The train must be in 30km\h as a maximal speed in the surveillance zone362

in order to perceive the context.363

2. In the case of crossing of a closed signal, a deployment of technical device364

of train protection system, such as crocodile must be performed in order365

to trigger the emergency stop before the danger zone.366
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In order to automatize the safety decisions management process, these safety367

rules are transformed in SWRL as shown in Figures 8 and 9.368

Figure 8: The first SWRL safety rule for case study 1

Figure 9: The second SWRL safety rule for case study 1

These safety decisions management is performed according to GOSMO con-369

ceptual model. Figure 10 represents the safety management related to this case370

study. The permission is assigned to the technical device to trigger emergency371

stop if the speed curve profile is in state * or KO and the train position is close372

to the closed signal. These elements represent the perceived context related to373
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this task.374

Figure 10: Detail of the safety zone related to the presence and displacement of a train on the

merging track.

The proposed case study illustrates the rigorous choice of DAO and GOSMO375

concepts for autonomous systems and their matching with ATMO. The proposed376

approach may be applied to other case studies in order to validate the flexibility377

to cover several critical situations.378

4.3. Case study 2: Real railway accident of Saint-Romain-En-Gier379

In order to validate the capability of the proposed solution to represent380

real critical scenario, we illustrate it by a railway accident of Saint-Romain-381

En-Gier [22]. This accident denotes a frontal collision and occured on April382

5th, 2004 between an empty high speed train and a works train on the french383

line Lyon/Saint-Etienne. The accident was due to track works between the384

cities of Rive-de-Giers and Givors, in a railway section equipped with reverse385

signalling. The works carried out on the night of the 4th to 5th of April took386

longer than expected, and consequently the works trains were behind schedule387

on their return journey. The ballast works train return journey conflicted with388

the first commercial morning run between Lyon and Saint-Etienne. Due to389

series of human errors, these two trains were running in opposite directions but390

moving towards each other on the same track and a head-on collision could391

not be avoided. Consequently, both train drivers were injured and considerable392

damage impact rolling stock. Figure 11 represents the infrastructure of the line393

Lyon/Saint-Etienne in which the accident occured.394
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Figure 11: The line infrastructure of Lyon/Saint-Etienne [22]

The first human error comes from the safety agent who did not protect395

this area. Furthermore, the traffic agent emitted an erroneous authorisation396

to the works train due to a false interpretation of the situation. This works397

train crossed two closed signals which are out of its operating institution. More398

details about the accident factors and effects may be found in [22].399

The proposed approach aims to analyse and anticipate critical situations in400

order to improve safety from the first design stages. Indeed, the application of401

DAO to this accident scenario allows a thorough safety analysis which prevents402

the occurrence of this collision. In order to mitigate the frontal collision as Haz-403

ard, DAO concepts are instantiated and represent safety-related information of404

this accident. Figure 12 depicts safety integrated concepts into the infrastruc-405

ture section representation. Zones decomposition facilitates the safety decisions406

management process in order to ensure a safe system operation.407

Figure 12: Added safety-related zones for the turnout of the frontal collision
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The alignment between topological concepts derived from ATMO and the408

presented infrastructure section, is performed as follows:409

• Turnout represented by “TurnoutPanel”410

• Signal represented by a “LocatedNetEntity”411

• Area represented by “AreaLocation”412

• Rive de Giers/Trèves-Bruel segment represented by “TrackSegment”413

• Trèves-Bruel/Givors segment represented by “TrackSegment”414

Once the safety analysis performed, a set of safety rules may be integrated415

in order to avoid frontal collision between commercial and works trains. These416

organisational rules are defined in order to mainly enforce the following railway417

procedures:418

1. When the works train is running outside of its operating area, the verifica-419

tion of signalling instructions must be integrated in the on-board signalling420

detection subsystem.421

2. In the presence of switches for both running directions and tracks inter-422

ception devices, the running direction must be indicated on-board.423

The first safety rule allows the capture of signalling data for the overall area424

in order to avoid the crossing of closed signals (SafetyGoal1). The second425

safety rule is proposed with the aim to prevent the traffic on the opposite di-426

rection (SafetyGoal2). Figures 13 and 14 show the SWRL transformation of427

these safety rules in order to automate the safety decisions management process.428

The illustration of the proposed approach by the accident of Saint-Romain-429

En-Gier shows that the integration of safety rules as soon as possible in the430

system development process could have avoided this collision. The matching431

between safety concepts and real data validates the powerful capabilities of432

semantics to represent, analyse and anticipate several critical scenarios.433
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Figure 13: The first SWRL safety rule for case study 2

5. Related work434

This section represents existing approaches and studies which tackle the435

different perspectives of the proposed methodology, such as safety ontologies for436

safety-critical systems, railway infrastructure models and MBSE approaches.437

Then, a comparative discussion is presented in order to highlight the original438

contributions of this paper.439
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Figure 14: The second SWRL safety rule for case study 2

5.1. Safety analysis for critical systems440

Developing automated driving systems faces safety challenges since verify-441

ing such critical systems represents a difficult task. [23] raises discussion on442

safety challenges in terms of normative requirements. However, the absence443

of autonomous trains in mainline railway results in technological and funda-444

mental risk assessment challenges. These same challenges were also raised in445

the automotive field [24, 25]. Indeed, the Safety Of The Intended Functionality446

(SOTIF ) standard, shorthand for ISO/PAS 21448 [26], testifies to the progress447

of the standardization of the autonomous vehicle safety. It provides design, ver-448

ification and validation measures to achieve safety when identifying hazardous449

events. Unlike ISO 26262 [3], it is concerned with mitigating risks without a450

system failure. In order to disambiguate safety analysis concepts and clarify451

their semantic from the first phases of the development cycle, knowledge rep-452

resentation is a key activity which facilitates this task. Indeed, ontologies have453

been widely used in the safety analysis of critical systems and their design. Au-454

thors of [27] proposed a safety ontology to formalize the safety knowledge and455

its link with information models. This ontology allows the automated safety456
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planning for job hazard analysis using Building Information Modeling (BIM ).457

In [28], an ontology was proposed to represent and manage Failure Modes and458

Effects Analysis (FMEA) knowledge in the automotive domain. Furthermore,459

it defines actions to mitigate the anticipated risk and allows the extraction of460

safety information using its operational version in OWL. On the other hand, a461

conceptualization of hazard-related knowledge (Hazard Ontology) [29] was pro-462

posed. This ontology aims to identify hazards from the early design stages of463

safety critical systems and elicit safety requirements that mitigate them. From464

the same context, [30] proposed an approach to increase the validation of hazard-465

mitigating requirements based on an Ontology for Hazard Relation Diagrams.466

It allows to generate the Hazard Relations Diagram which satisfies a specific467

safety goal. This solution is built based on the same motivations and the identi-468

fied research goal of our proposed approach. Nevertheless, authors did not use a469

specific ontology, such as GOSMO to establish and maintain the semantic link470

between safety concepts and goal-oriented requirements concepts.471

In their study, [31] developed a domain ontology to capitalize safety risk472

knowledge in metro construction. The built ontology is evaluated using case-473

studies and provides a decision-making support for safety risk identification. In474

order to provide a conceptualization of Functional Resonance Analysis Method475

(FRAM), [32] proposed a foundational ontology-based model using UFO. The476

conceptualization focused on the function concept and its surrounding aspects.477

The FRAM model is applied to a case study from the aviation domain in order478

to validate the integration of complex socio-technical system’s features into this479

ontological analysis.480

Most of these safety ontologies allow only the safety analysis by representing481

concepts of a specific method or based on a safety principle. However, none482

of them explored the overall dysfunctional analysis conceptualization which is483

independent of classic safety methods like DAO. Furthermore, their objectives484

are limited to safety analysis without a focus on how to exploit safety results485

and link them to the safety management process. This research goal is satisfied486

differently by other approaches [33] to align safety and systems models without487
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conceptual clarification of semantic links. An approach to validate safety of per-488

ception software and system in autonomous driving systems has been proposed489

based on fault injection but it did not consider the safety management [34].490

Finally, to the best of our knowledge, there is lack of an approach which inte-491

grates safety concerns with railway infrastructure ontologies. In this paper, we492

fill this gap and we propose a new approach which is able to deal with innovative493

industrial locks of future systems.494

5.2. Infrastructure modelling495

Previous works like [35] proposed modeling of railway infrastructure using496

UML and UML profiles. The aim was to obtain control-command models for497

signaling in tramway, but unlike ATMO only one usage for the infrastructure498

data is provided and no addition of safety-related information is present. Our499

approach differs because all the users of on-board mapping will benefit from the500

safety concepts added into ATM-S. The work presented in [36] focuses on the501

instance-level description of a railway infrastructure using RailML5. This study502

may be used by extending the scope of RailML to hold the safety information503

needed in order to instantiate ATM-S in a static file-based format. In [37], a504

component-based topology is used to model the infrastructure, as performed505

in RailTopoModel and subsequently ATMO. Therefore, the work presented in506

this paper may be seen as a follow-up of the proposed principle. Finally, [38]507

presented a full method from UML model of the infrastructure down to SCADA508

implementation for railway interlocking, aside the limitation to a sole user. In509

[39], an Ontlogies-based approach was proposed to support the integration of510

domain-specific models in the development process of critical systems. In a fu-511

ture work, the result of [39] may be extended to link the system behavior with512

an ontological level.513

“Ontorail”6 is an ongoing project to support the scientific initiatives for im-514

5https://www.railml.org/en/
6https : //ontorail.org/ontorail/index.php?title = Main Page
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plementing a shared railway dictionary using terminology adopted in several515

national and international standards, and technical specifications for interoper-516

ability. Their work is based on “MediaWiki”7 and it semantic extension “Seman-517

tic MediaWiki”8 . It attempts to use the power of its semantics and extension518

tool-set to develop a CIM for railway field represented by an ontology.519

Recent works from domains such as autonomous road vehicles are tackling520

infrastructure modeling, generally focusing on on-board mapping service, with521

interesting development in semantic layer [40] to help manage dynamic informa-522

tion and graph-based layer [41] to help autonomous control on road lane driving.523

These works show interesting ideas close to railway infrastructure modeling top-524

ics but are not taking into consideration safety-related properties.525

Now, to the best of our knowledge, there is no scientific research work that526

has proposed a general framework for modeling the railway infrastructure and527

joint safety requirements for autonomous trains.528

5.3. Model-based system assurance529

The model management operations and its consequent automation capa-530

bilities provided by MDE have proven that the consistency and efficiency are531

improved significantly. Several assurance cases tools have then adopted MDE,532

such as CertWare [42], AdvoCATE [43] and D-Case Editor [44].533

Historically, the safety cases expressed safety arguments in free texts us-534

ing natural language. The main problem is that these texts are unstructured535

and can be unclear. To guarantee the production of clear and well-structured536

cases and avoid the problems issued by expressing safety arguments in natural537

language, graphical argumentation notations were proposed. GSN and Claims-538

Arguments-Evidence (CAE ) [45] are examples of these notations. CAE presents539

assurance cases as a set of claims which are supported by safety arguments.540

However, GSN provides a more detailed decomposition of arguments. Further-541

7https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/MediaWiki
8https://www.semantic-mediawiki.org
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more, it supports additional features like modularity, controlled vocabulary and542

automated assurance case instantiation. These features are also adopted by543

SACM.544

The use of GSN proved that the quality of argument approaches was im-545

proved, in addition to time development reduction [18]. A major problem with546

the tools based on GSN is that they define their own metamodel. In [18] a547

methodology was proposed to resolve interoperability problems by proposing a548

GSN metamodel compliant with SACM.549

6. Conclusion550

In order to make the trains become fully automated driver-less, high pre-551

cision embedded map of the railway infrastructure is required. Our proposal552

is being sought to consider safety engineering to design the autonomous train553

map. This paper proposes a solution allowing the safety requirements to be554

integrated inside a map conceptual model in order to be embedded on-board.555

Our work is based on a modelling approach using MDE and safety engineering.556

Two safety cases were presented and allowed to validate our solution. The first557

is expressed textually in natural language to describe a side collision case study.558

The second provided a structural assurance case using GSN with compliance to559

SACM metamodel.560

Safety rules are integrated to the map conceptual model and this allows561

are to automate their incorporation on-board and safety decisions management.562

Our solution offers an on-board safety-extended model for the railway infras-563

tructure. The conceptual clarification and matching of different perspectives,564

namely safety analysis, railway infrastructure modeling and safety management565

allow a structured safety integration based on an ontological framework.566

In future works, we intend to extend the proposed approach by integrating567

the requirement engineering concepts and to provide an operational solution for568

requirements traceability. This aspect is important in the system development569

process especially with dynamic aspect of safety requirements. Furthermore,570
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we aim to reuse this approach for other components of future railway systems571

and validate the on-board application of the autonomous train map. Finally, we572

will investigate the formal verification aspect in order to check the safety rules573

consistency and the safety justification.574
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Practical Hybrid Confidentiality-based Analytics

Framework with Intel SGX

Abstract

Massive cloud infrastructure capabilities, including efficient, scalable, and
elastic computing resources, have led to a widespread adoption of Internet
of Things (IoT) cloud-enabled services. This involves giving complete con-
trol to cloud service providers (CSPs) of sensitive IoT data by moving data
storage and processing in cloud. An efficient and lightweight advanced en-
cryption standard (AES) cryptosystem can play a major role in protecting
IoT data from exposure to CSPs by protecting the privacy of outsourced data.
However, AES lacks computation capabilities, which is a critical factor that
prevents individuals and organizations from taking full advantage of cloud
computing services. When Intel software guard extensions (SGX) is used
with AES cryptosystem, the developing framework can provide a practical
solution to build a confidentiality-based data analytics framework for IoT-
enabled applications in various domains. In this paper, a privacy-preserving
data analytics framework is developed that relies on a hybrid-integrated ap-
proach, in which both software- and hardware-based solutions are applied
to ensure confidentiality and process-sensitive outsourced data in the cloud
environment.

Keywords: Cloud computing, Confidentiality, Data clustering, Intel SGX,
Internet of Things
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1. Introduction

The advent of Internet of Things (IoT) and edge computing has opened
numerous dimensions in technology and prompted researchers to innovate at
a rapid rate. IoT technology is developing quickly and has introduced serious
concerns about data privacy and integrity. With IoT, the volume of data pro-
duction and the sharing of data among worldwide networks is unparalleled.
As more organizations, private and public, are acquiring IoT to provide solu-
tions in health care, sustainability and other vital sectors, the need for cloud
adoption is also increasing. They are bound to obtain the cloud services for
storing, managing, and processing massive amounts of data. The cloud ser-
vices shorten the delivery time for solutions, thereby increasing productivity.
Another significant benefit is the analysis and visualization of data for timely
and informed decisions, promoting efficiency.

With all these advantages of cloud ecosystem, there is an increasing num-
ber of attacks and risks associated with it that can lead to the exposition
of highly sensitive data. This creates additional challenges to fundamental
aspects of data confidentiality, availability, and integrity (Zissis and Lekkas,
2012). Further, immense dependence on third-party cloud providers presents
a risk of corruption, illegal exposure, and misuse of organization-owned data
(Sundareswaran et al., 2012, Ren et al., 2012). The extant literature confers
different strategies and frameworks to eradicate the problem of data pro-
tection and preservation in an outsourced (public cloud-based) environment.
The techniques include strict access-control rules, implementation of different
anonymization methods and application of multi-party computation (MPC)
(Atallah et al., 2001, Wang et al., 2010, Zhou et al., 2011, Chadwick and
Fatema, 2012, Backes et al., 2013, Li et al., 2014). However, these techniques
are limited to providing privacy-preservation solutions in a specific context,
excluding the power of data computation. Even if they possess the compu-
tational capability, they are either not intelligent enough or too expensive to
provide constructive data analysis for informed decisions.

The objective of this paper is to develop a practical and efficient frame-
work for the adaption of confidentiality-based data analysis in various do-
mains in the realm of IoT. The developed framework aims to build a hybrid
privacy-preservation solution that combines both software- and hardware-
based techniques to maintain data confidentiality in volatile and untrusted
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Figure 1: Overview of a secure data analytic approach for IoT cloud-enabled framework
using Intel SGX.

cloud environments. The framework comprises techniques, including ad-
vanced encryption standard (AES) (Nechvatal et al., 2001) and Intel as soft-
ware guard extensions (SGX) (McKeen et al., 2013). The practical implica-
tions of AES cipher are acknowledged worldwide with regard to protection of
digital data, but it does not encompass analytical computation capabilities.
An alternative is homomorphic cryptosystems. However, these are either im-
practical or cost heavy at a large scale. The latest versions of Intel processor
generations—starting from 6th to the currently 10th generation—come with
the Intel SGX component that has a security feature developed to ensure
the confidentiality of outsourced data at the hardware level. To overcome
these limitations, SGX provides the migration of processing and data stor-
age to an isolated memory compartment to perform computations securely
without compromising data confidentiality. This embedded framework can
be beneficial for end-to-end confidentiality-based data computations across
IoT domains, such as health care and smart-grid applications. Figure 1 rep-
resents a blueprint of the proposed secure data analytic framework. Appli-
cations that require processing sensitive data in various domains can benefit
from the proposed framework, such as e-health diagnosis and assisted-living
systems, through which patients’ sensitive data can be processed efficiently
while ensuring confidentiality. Further, industrial-scale applications (e.g.,
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machine process and smart-grid monitoring systems) generate sensitive data
from an industrial espionage perspective, in which disclosing this data can
reveal sensitive customer data. These realistic scenarios of possible sensitive
data disclosure can be eliminated when the data are stored and processed
based on the proposed hybrid confidentiality-based analysis framework.

1.1. Motivation

According to Right Scale’s cloud survey, (Flexera, 2019), 91% of enter-
prises outlined public cloud adoption in 2019 alone. According to Gartner
report, the public cloud market investment is expected to increase by 17%
in 2020 to reach 266.4 billion up from 227.8 billion in 2019. This shows the
impact of rapid migration of cloud services, especially for small- and medium-
sized enterprises as they equip them with essential resources for data storage
and development within a small budget. While there is no doubt of the po-
tential of cloud computing, offering cost-effective and reliable resources to
organizations, several security and privacy concerns in the cloud ecosystem
need to be addressed (Grobauer et al., 2010). With IoT in the frame, the
need to develop privacy-preservation frameworks focused on processing and
exchange of data to and from cloud resources has become of prime importance
to ensure the protection of sensitive data. Ensuring the privacy of migrating
data is critical to the realization of the full potential and advantages of cloud
resources.

1.2. Contributions

The main contributions of this paper are as follows.

1. The development of a practical and hybrid confidentiality-based data
analytics framework that combines the software AES cryptosystem and
hardware Intel SGX-based security solutions to ensure end-to-end pri-
vacy protection at all phases of data communication, processing, and
storage.

2. The evaluation of the developed framework in terms of analysis per-
formance and accuracy. The experimental outcomes show that the
proposed framework achieves a high level of accuracy of the overall
analysis process similar to the insecure version of analysis tasks while
ensuring full confidentiality protection for the data being processed in
cloud computing.
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The rest of the paper is further divided into the following. The liter-
ature review is presented in Section 2. The architecture of the developed
framework is shown in Section 3. The threat model and applied machine-
learning techniques are explained in Section 4 and 5. Section 6 presents the
security discussion, while section 7 focuses on experimental evaluation. The
concluding remarks are presented in Section 8.

2. Literature review

This section presents the prevailing research entailing secure data analyt-
ics techniques and Intel SGX implications.

Several approaches are adopted by researchers for preservation of pri-
vacy in data analytics models. The randomization- and cryptography-based
approaches are widely utilized. Randomization-based approaches mask the
data by adding random noise, thereby protecting data in processing phase
(Agrawal and Srikant, 2000, Du and Zhan, 2003). However, to mask the
data, these approaches also reduce the analytical accuracy by tampering the
original data with noise Patel et al. (2015). The evidence of formal methods
for security provisioning is also lacking. Conversely, the cryptography-based
approaches lean on the MPC for data analysis (Goldreich, 2005). Though
the discussed cryptography approaches can achieve a high level of privacy
provisioning, the overhead costs and increased computation complexity are
inevitable. The authors of (Inan et al., 2007, Doganay et al., 2008, Rivest
et al., 1978) discussed three cryptography techniques: oblivious transfer, se-
cret sharing, and homomorphic encryption. Oblivious transfer and secret
sharing are not applicable for larger datasets because of high computation
and communication costs (Duan and Canny, 2014). In contrast, homomor-
phic encryption techniques can perform complex computations on encrypted
datasets and have two categories, as mentioned in (Gamal, 1985, Gentry and
Halevi, 2011) (i.e., somewhat homomorphic encryption and fully homomor-
phic encryption). However, it is also deemed impractical at a large scale
because of the increased cost and complexity. This paper focuses on devel-
oping a practical hybrid-analytical framework that will take advantage of
both software- and hardware-based solutions. Advanced Encryption Stan-
dard (AES) (Daemen and Rijmen, 2020) is a well-known cryptosystem that
has been proven and adopted world wide. AES cryptosystem can be used
effectively to protect sensitive data, while it is at rest, or during transmis-
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sion between different entities. Several approaches have been developed to
enhance the efficiency of AES cryptosystems as in (Oukili and Bri, 2017,
Rao Rupanagudi et al., 2019, Langenberg et al., 2020). AES cryptosystems
have been applied in various domains, such as healthcare and smart grids, to
ensure the confidentiality of sensitive data. Recently, there has been a shift
toward developing hardware-based solutions for providing protection. The
aim is to add another layer at the hardware level to enhance the secrecy of
data processing. These solutions are termed trusted execution environments
(TEE). The Intel SGX is leveling up as a competent TEE that can provide
elite privacy with reduced costs associated with data analytic computations
in cloud environment. The authors of (Schuster et al., 2015) explained how
SGX has been applied in the Hadoop MapReduce framework for big data pro-
cessing. The application of Intel SGX was also described by (Zheng et al.,
2017) as building a distributed data analytics service with oblivious comput-
ing. In (Hunt et al., 2018), it was stated that Ryoan—a distributed sandbox
specific to untrusted computations on sensitive data—has utilized SGX to
improve its own effectiveness and security. As observed in previous research,
there are several standalone solutions to overcome the problem of privacy-
preserving analytic services. However, this paper has presented a practical
hybrid approach that combines software- and hardware-based framework to
provide end-to-end protection in the IoT outsourced data analytics environ-
ment. Unlike the existing solution, the developed framework aims to support
the efficient implementation of various advanced analytics models, in a com-
pletely automated cloud-based platform, while taking full advantage of a
cloud-computing environment, including storage and processing resources,
that in turn will offer unlimited capabilities for adapting various analytical
service applications, without compromising data privacy.

3. Hybrid confidentiality-based analytics framework

This section presents the proposed hybrid confidentiality-based analyt-
ics framework. This involves describing the entities, their roles, and how
the entities interact to accomplish analysis tasks of sensitive IoT data in a
privacy-preservation manner in the cloud.

The architecture of the proposed framework has three main entities:

• Remote (edge) entity: This is the data source. It can be either an
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Figure 2: Overview of the proposed hybrid confidentiality-based analytics framework for
IoT cloud-enabled framework using Intel SGX.

end-user or a sensor-enabled IoT device in which data are collected and
later disseminated to cloud storage.

• Cloud storage entity: This is the storage place for the data coming
from edge devices. The data are in encrypted form, using an AES
cryptosystem.

• Analytic engine entity: This is the fundamental entity of the pro-
posed framework. In this entity, the encrypted data in cloud storage
are manipulated using data-clustering techniques.

The framework entities collaborate to aggregate, store, and perform data
analysis tasks while providing end-to-end privacy. The developed framework
comprises two main zones of the developed framework, including a trusted
zone (trusted zone as shown in Figure 2). In the trusted zone, an isolated
SGX is used to perform analysis tasks for applied analytic models includ-
ing KMC and FCMC algorithms. For this, ECALL functions are used as a
trusted component of SGX architecture to implement analytic models. The
untrusted zone is assumed to be completely exposed to the adversary. There-
fore, the AES cryptosystem (assuming the cryptosystem parameter initial-
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Figure 3: Workflow model of the proposed hybrid privacy-preserving analytics framework.

ization occurs in the secure remote edge entity) and the aggregated data from
the remote edge entity that are transmitted for processing inside the SGX
enclave. The remote (edge) entity can retrieve analysis results, for which
OCALL functions are employed.

Regarding the communication channel between the trusted and untrusted
zones, the remote attestation, an advanced feature of Intel SGX, plays a crit-
ical role to established an authorized communication channel between the
SGX enclave and the remote (edge) entity to exchange encryption/decryption
parameters and to facilitate any further data exchange, as shown in Figure
3. The remote attestation ensures a secure communication channel for send-
ing sensitive collected to cloud storage and retrieving analysis results. The
remote attestation includes three main services: verifying the identity of the
analysis services within an SGX enclave, verifying their correctness (ensur-
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ing they have not been tampered with), and ensuring that analysis services
run securely within an enclave on an Intel SGX-enabled platform. After the
remote attestation process is completed, the encrypted data are sent to the
cloud storage entity. The analytic engine entity can complete data processing
independently. Data owners (individuals or enterprises) can retrieve the en-
crypted result through the cloud resource and present it to the beneficiaries
through dedicated and secure sites. Later in Section 5 , the data analytic
entity is discussed in detail, showing five clustering techniques as a proof of
concept for the IoT cloud-enabled paradigm. The overall workflow model is
shown in Figure 3.

4. Threat model

Before discussing the entities for the proposed framework, an assumption
is made to shape the threat model—that the remote entity (i.e., end-user
and edge devices) are secure to collect and receive the sensing IoT data. The
rest of the model entities are vulnerable to internal and external threats.
Therefore, identification of a security mechanism is essential to make the
proposed framework resilient enough to withstand any compromise. This
section will shed light on the way users’ sensitive data and associated analyt-
ical operations will be protected through the complete lifecycle of end-to-end
communication in IoT ecosystem.

4.1. Remote (edge) Entity and Communication Channel

It has already been stated that the communication channel to and from
the remote entity is not secure, despite the remote devices being secure them-
selves. It is essential to transfer data between the devices and storage en-
tity in an encrypted form. To achieve this, a privacy-protection mechanism
must be devised to exchange the highly sensitive information between the
remote entities and Intel SGX enclave. Remote attestation can establish
a secure communication channel with the remote entity. This enables the
remote secure entity to transfer AES cryptographic primitives to the SGX
enclave securely. It is assumed that the adversary cannot compromise the
secure enclaves and their relevant keys—in this case, seal, and attestation
keys. Advanced side-channel attacks, as in (Chen et al., 2020, Murdock
et al., 2020), can be prevented by applying current defense techniques, as
in (Orenbach et al., 2020). However, this concern, along with physical and
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denial-of-service attacks on the remote entities, are beyond the scope of this
article.

4.2. Data Analytic Entity

As discussed previously, the processing component of the proposed frame-
work, the analytic engine entity, is used to perform the computational tasks.
The primary feature of the proposed framework is that the computational
tasks will be performed inside the Intel SGX architecture. We also assume
that the computations are processed inside the SGX enclave environment.
It is further assumed that the cloud service provider (CSP) is a semi-honest
party that follows framework transactions but attempts to gain more infor-
mation than is allowed. The SGX enclaves hosted by CSPs are assumed to be
isolated completely from BIOS, I/O, and even power of cloud servers, which
are considered potentially untrustworthy. Further, an adversary may control
computing resources or software, such as operating systems or hypervisors,
to attack the protected analysis processes. Therefore, it is assumed that
the analysis functions that run inside the enclaves are the only trusted com-
ponents. The analytic based clustering computations are only dependent on
built-in C/C++ libraries within SGX enclave environments. Particularly, the
only computations implemented are standard arithmetic operations supple-
mented with exponentiation and polynomial evaluations of the initial inputs,
along with intermediate results through which SGX enclaves completely as-
sist these operations. Therefore, assuming that the SGX internal state is
secure implies that the analysis computations processing inside SGX enclave
are also secure.

5. Analytic services-based data clustering

Data-clustering analysis is used to categorize objects (data points) that
share similar properties into different groups called clusters. For initial ex-
ploration of input data, data clustering is deemed a popular technique. It is
used in various fields, including image analysis, pattern recognition, informa-
tion retrieval and bioinformatics. In this paper, two principal centroid-based
clustering algorithms are applied as proof of concept for the proposed model,
including K-means clustering (KMC) and fuzzy C-means (FCM) clustering
algorithms. The procedural steps for both algorithms are illustrated next.

KMC can be accomplished as follows and is diagrammatically presented
in Figure 3.
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Figure 4: The procedural steps of K-means clustering algorithm.

1. Let x1, . . . , xn be a set of two-dimensional data points. The algorithm
randomly selects a set of cluster centroids c1, . . . , cm.

2. Calculate the Euclidean distance between each data point xi and the
cluster centroids cj.

∀(x, c) D(xi, cj) =
√

(xi1 − cj1)2 + (xi2 − cj2)2 (1)

3. Assign data points xi to a cluster centroid cj based on the shortest
distance between the point and the cluster centroids.

∀(x, c) cj[ ] = min(xi)[D1, . . . , Dm] (2)

4. Update the cluster centroids ci, . . . , cm.
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Figure 5: The procedural steps of fuzzy c-means clustering algorithm.

∀(c) µj =
1

|cj|

k∑
i=1

xi (3)

Where k is the number of data points that are assigned to a cluster
centroid cj and µj is the updated mean of a cluster centroid cj.

5. Repeat Steps 2,3 and 4 until there is no longer change in the updated
cluster centroids.

The FCM clustering algorithm can be accomplished as follows and is
diagrammatically presented in Figure 4.

1. Data objects are assigned to possible clusters based on calculated mem-
bership matrices.
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µij = 1/
c∑

k=1

(
dij
d1k

)m (4)

Where µij is a membership value between a data object i and a cluster
centroid j. dij is an Euclidean distance between a data object i and a
cluster centroid j as shown in Equation 1.

2. Cluster centroids are updated by calculating the new means of data
objects in the current clusters through the following function:

νj =
n∑

i=1

(uij)
mxi/

n∑
i=1

(uij)
m (5)

where νj is the jth cluster.
The membership values of data points and cluster centroids are updated
based on Equations 4 and 5 until the following condition is satisfied:

||Uk+1 − Uk|| < β (6)

where U is (µ)n∗c the fuzzy membership matrix and β is the termination
criterion value that is pre-determined.

6. Security discussion

The developed hybrid privacy-preservation analysis framework aims to
protect the privacy of aggregated IoT-based data and perform analysis tasks
securely to prevent any malicious activities. Thus, the developed framework
is secured against the threat model. In the event of an eavesdropping-based
attack on the communication channel between remote entities and Intel SGX
enclaves, a possible adversary could only intercept protected data through
encryption, when an AES cryptosystem is applied on aggregated sensed data
upon receipt to ensure its confidentiality. Further, the injection of illegit-
imate key material during communication can be another attack that also
not possible for the attacker with Intel’s SGX attestation process. The sup-
porting defense layer effectively mitigates such vulnerabilities. This type of
compromise is sometimes referred to as the Eve mechanism and was first
observed as a vulnerability for naive Diffie–Hellman.

In the case of eavesdropping attacks targeting Intel SGX enclaves, the
only known feasible methods to eavesdrop the sensitive data from protected
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the SGX enclave memory are the spectre techniques, such as an adversary
being able to launch side-channel attacks. Developed schemes, SCONE (Ar-
nautov et al., 2016) and Varys (Oleksenko et al., 2018) can be deployed to
overcome such attacks. Moreover, the patterns of memory access can com-
promise the privacy of data during data exchange and inside enclave (Sasy
et al., 2018). Therefore, analytic models, such as machine-learning algo-
rithms, can be implemented based on oblivious techniques to eliminate and
execute data-dependent patterns (Ohrimenko et al., 2016). After discussing
the security of individual entities in the proposed framework, the research
can conclude that the entire system is secure. There is no computationally
feasible mechanism to extract either data or results from the system, except
with negligible probability.

7. Experimental Evaluation

In this section, a set of varying experiments are conducted to assess the
functionality and performance of the proposed framework. For these ex-
periments, the primary data mining algorithms used are KMC and FCMC
algorithms. The performance of adapted AES cryptosystem and communica-
tion overhead of exchanging encrypted data between IoT device (in this case,
Raspberry Pi node) and Intel SGX enclave are evaluated in detail. Further-
more, clustering-based algorithms are implemented and used for plaintext
and ciphertext versions comparison. The plaintext implementations are used
as a baseline against the measurement of encrypted system. Two fundamen-
tal questions are asked:

1. Do the developed privacy-preservation analytic models (KMC and FCMC
algorithms) achieve high level of analytic accuracy compared with the
plaintext versions of analytic models?

2. What are the relative performance overheads between the developed
privacy-preservation analytic models and the plaintext versions of an-
alytic models?

This section outlines the results obtained after series of experiments with
observed comparisons between functionality and performance.
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7.1. Datasets

The developed framework is evaluated using a public set of benchmark
clustering datasets. These datasets are specifically designed for cluster anal-
ysis and consider varying characteristics (Franti and Virmajoki, 2006). They
are represented in Figure 6. The datasets consist of 2000, 4000, 6000, and
8000 two-dimensional data points with corresponding class labels and numer-
ous 12 centroid clusters with different degrees of overlap. To demonstrate
various aspects of the proposed framework, the datasets are divided into
subsets to examine the analytic accuracy and performance overheads with
varying dataset sizes.
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Figure 6: The distribution of two-dimensional synthetic datasets. The datasets consist of
2000, 4000, 6000, and 8000 two-dimensional data points with corresponding class labels
and varying number of cluster centroids with different degrees of cluster overlap.

7.2. Experimental Setup

To demonstrate the experimental evaluation, we deployed a server on Mi-
crosoft Azure. We used the DCsv2 series machines, which offers SGX-enabled
processors. Intel R©Xeon CPU R©E-2288G @ 3.70 GHz with 8 cores and 32
GiB RAM, running on Ubuntu 20.04 OS is used with a processor supports
256MB of enclave size (a total usable memory of 168MB). Moreover, Rasp-
berry Pi 3 with 4 GB memory is used to collect and send aggregated data
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to the Intel SGX enclave. It is of interest to measure the performance and
functionality of a complete developed encrypted-based data analytic frame-
work and the corresponding plaintext version of analytic models.

The experiments comprise several phases. First, in the initialization
phase, the AES cryptosystem encryption/decryption key material is gen-
erated. Second, during the key sharing phase, remote attestation is enabled
to transfer key material. Third, during the encryption phase, the datasets
are encrypted in the remote IoT entity. Fourth, in the transmission phase,
the encrypted data are sent to the secure Intel SGX processing unit. Fifth,
during the data analysis phase, the Intel SGX processing unit decrypts the
data that are transferred in the second phase and performs the analysis tasks
before encrypting the analysis results. Sixth, during the receiver phase, the
encrypted results are transmitted back to the remote entity. In the final
phase, the results are decrypted for any further processing tasks in the re-
mote secure entity.

(a) Raspberry Pi (b) Cloud-based SGX enclave

Figure 7: Execution time of AES encryption and decryption processes in both IoT-based
Raspberry Pi and cloud-based SGX enclaves with varying dataset sizes.

7.3. Performance Metrics

The performance evaluation demonstrates two main criteria: analysis
task accuracy and performance overheads. Figure 7 shows the extracted
execution times for the developed privacy-preservation analytic framework
for both encryption and decryption processes with varying dataset sizes for
both IoT-based Raspberry Pi and cloud-based SGX enclaves. Overall, IoT-
based Raspberry Pi takes longer to process compared with cloud-based Intel
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SGX enclaves because of the limited resource capabilities of IoT-based de-
vices. Further, it is observed that the developed privacy-preservation analytic
framework and corresponding plaintext versions of KMC and FCMC algo-
rithms produce identical analysis results regarding analytic accuracy. The
result is as expected since the presence of encryption in each part of the data
transmission and data receiver phases will not modify the values of the raw
data. Moreover, the analysis processing of the developed framework is per-
formed in plaintext version inside the SGX enclave, which results in similar
analysis results.

From the performance perspective, the notable differences can be ob-
served in KMC and FCM algorithms’ execution time, including data en-
cryption at remote entity, data transmission, decryption, and analysis tasks,
and finally send the encrypted results back to secure remote entity. This
is directly proportional to the dataset size and number of clusters. These
differences are represented in Figure 8. For example, it has been observed
that the KMC algorithm takes an average time of 193 milliseconds for 2, 000
data points while it takes 824 in FCMC algorithm for the same dataset size.
Further, the KMC algorithm performs analysis tasks for 6, 000 data points in
about 266 milliseconds, while it takes 1693 in FCMC algorithm for the same
dataset size. The FCMC algorithm has a higher performance overhead for
the analysis tasks compared with the KMC algorithm, which is related the
computation complexity of the FCMC algorithm compared with the KMC
algorithm.

Regarding Intel SGX enclave memory usage for storing encrypted data,
a dataset of 2, 000 encrypted data points consumes around 608 kilobytes of
memory while the memory size increases in linear relation to the size of input
dataset, as shown in Figure 9. Finally, one of the main obstacles in build-
ing SGX-based solutions for analytic models is the communication overhead,
which is an essential component of analytic processes in which data are sent
inside the SGX enclave through a secure established communication channel
with third parties. Figure 10 shows the approximate communication over-
head between the remote IoT entity and the cloud server based on the size of
the dataset, which provides a visible insight into the developed model’s capa-
bilities and limitations. For instance, it takes approximately 41 milliseconds
to transmit 2, 000 data points and approximately 82 milliseconds to trans-
mit 4, 000 data points. This shows a linear increase in the communication
overhead with the size of input dataset, as shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 8: Execution time for processing privacy-preservation KMC and FCMC algorithms
with varying dataset sizes.

Figure 9: The memory usage of Intel SGX enclave with varying dataset sizes.

8. Conclusion

In this paper, a practical hybrid confidentiality-based analytic framework
is based on Intel SGX. It relies on a hybrid-integrated model, including both
software- and hardware-based solutions, to ensure the confidentiality and
process sensitivity of outsourced data in the cloud environment. The devel-
oped framework aims to provide secure data-analytic services for IoT-enabled
applications in various domains, such as smart grid and healthcare applica-
tions. The experimental evaluation shows a high level of analysis accuracy in
a privacy-preserving manner, while indicating differences in execution times
and processing overheads. The developed framework can be adapted effi-
ciently for various analytical service applications, to take advantage of public
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Figure 10: Communication overheads for exchanging encrypted data with Intel SGX en-
crypted datasets of varying sizes.

cloud computing without compromising data privacy. Future research will
focus on building more advanced analytical models, in order to overcome
challenges such as communication and storage limitations, because of their
complexity in both computational and analytical structure.
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